
The Origen T12 is the first touch controller of its kind that combines functionality 
and lifestyle design, bringing the ease of media center touch screen operation 
effortlessly into your living environment. No longer are you limited by the form 
or location of your media center. 

The T12’s unique ‘umbilical’ cable connection, carrying power, VGA, USB and 
IR signals, allows for touch control where you need it most while maintaining 
a clutter free installation. An optional wall mount bracket and umbilical extender 
accessories, increase versatility and further broadens the applications and 
locations in which the T12 can be used.   

At just 26mm thick, the all aluminium sand blasted exterior houses an anti-glare 
touch panel and 12.1 inch LCD screen with full HD resolution support. The built 
in IR sensor can connect to an existing IR controller, meaning you are not 
limited by line-of-sight to your media centre PC. Additionally, two USB ports 
discreetly located on the rear, give you the ability to connect your favorite 
media devices and interact with them in one convenient location.

The Origen T12 is the first of its kind. Combining 
elegance it is the natural evolution for this technology, bringing the ease of touch 
screen operation seamlessly into your living environment. 

Independent of your media center system, the Origen T12 can be positioned conveniently 
at arms reach and is also wall mountable. Scan your media content from the comfort 
of your sofa, adding files or topping up your mp3 player via the built in USB ports.

A small breakout PCB which fits a spare expansion slot, allows connection via a single 
umbilical cable which holds VGA, USB, power and an IR signals, giving you total 
control of your media centre in a clutter-free environment. 

The T12’s anodized aluminium construction is a work of art, with a sand blast finish that 
lives up to the high standards people have come to appreciate from Origen products. 
The Samsung LCD panel supports full HD, while an IR sensor allows for remote control 
when combined with one of our IR solutions. 
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- 295x105x212mm (LxWxH)

- IR sensor compatible with IR221& IR211

- 5 metre (16 feet) umbilical

- breakout PCB to VGA, USB, IR and 12v power

- Windows Vista / Linux / OSX

- 2 x external USB 2.0

- solid aluminium

- silver + black sandblast

- Mount bracket (optional) or VESA mountable (75x75mm)

- 2.2kg

- 12.1" screen size,16:10 ratio

- 1280x800 native / 1920x1080 max resolution 

- 1 x SVGA input,12v dc input

OrigenAE have been pioneering the use of touch screen interfaces for media 
center since it first released the revolutionary X15e and with the success of the 
S21T firmly established itself as a trend setter in this arena.

The T12 is the natural evolution of this technology bringing the ease of touch 
screen operation to the comfort of your living room environment, not limited by the 
position of your media center system.

The all aluminium construction is a work of art with a sand blast finish that lives up 
to the high standards people have come to appreciate from OrigenAE products.

Supplied as standard with the desk stand, the T12 is just as comfortable being 
wall mounted and with it’s all in one umbilical cable supplying VGA, USB, IR and 
power, installation is clutter free in any enviroment.
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The umbilical connects through a small breakout PCB fitted to an expansion slot in your PC specs
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